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Leica shares the passion and love for photography with many people around the world. Throughout a history 
of success lasting more than 100 years, products distinguished by exceptional quality and reliability have
fascinated and delighted a constantly increasing number of enthusiasts. 

Today, the unique formal vocabulary of Leica design, highest-quality materials, functionality and the unmis-
takeably strong brand identity of Leica Camera and Sport Optics products delight not only professional and 
amateur photographers, but also hunters, naturalists and lovers of the great outdoors.
 
This Camera and Sport Optics Brand Accessories brochure presents a selection of exclusive products that 
uncompromisingly reflect and carry forward the unique Leica brand personality. On the following pages, 
brand followers will find everything their hearts could possibly desire.
 
Explore this exclusive product universe and discover the enormous variety of Leica Brand Accessories. The
products illustrated here are available from all participating Leica Stores and Boutiques around the globe.
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S.T.  DUPONT  
FOR 0.95  

KEY RING PENDANT

S.T.  DUPONT  
FOR 0.95  
LIGHTER

S.T.  DUPONT  
FOR 0.95  

BALLPOINT PEN

S.T.  DUPONT  
FOR 0.95  

ROLLERBALL PEN

S.T.  DUPONT  
FOR 0.95  

FOUNTAIN PEN

S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 COLLECTION

Product details on page 24-27                                                       S.T. Dupont for 0.95 collection is only available at Leica Stores. LEICA BRAND ACCESSORIES I 5

As the world’s fastest aspherical lens for 35 mm photography, its ex-
tremely shallow depth of field at maximum aperture expands creative 
horizons in a way previously unknown to the world of photography. 
Its superb optical performance unites with the highest-quality mate-
rials, perfect construction, and utmost precision in a lens of unrivaled 
quality.
 

0.95 is an attitude that unites the fine art of  precision engineering, 
quality of materials, and  enduring value in exclusive collections that  
meet the greatest demands. In collaboration with an extraordinary 
partner, it not only questions es tablished limits, but it goes further:  
it redefines them.0.95 is an idea by Leica Camera AG.

0.95 goes far beyond being simply very good. It is the benchmark for our 
self-imposed commitment to exceed the technically possible in the cre-
ation of perfectly crafted milestones, with the ability to amaze and delight. 
In this way, we create objects of enduring value that transform our pas-
sion for innovative technologies and materials into a tangible experience.

0.95 is an homage to the legendary Leica Noctilux - M 50 mm f/0.95 
ASPH. lens and its maximum aperture of 0.95. In available-light photogra-
phy, it possesses the ability to reveal details that remain hidden to the 
human eye.  

NEW!   S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 FOUNTAIN PEN
This traditional fountain pen is made from matte-black Ceramium
A.C.T.™, accentuated by a highly resilient gloss coating applied by 
physical vapor deposition (PVD). The cap  features a knurled ring with
 a hand engraved “0.95” logo filled in with white lacquer, applied by 
Dupont’s master lacquerers. The pen has a medium nib in  14-karat 
solid gold. Perfect for emphasizing the important things.
Article number: 96425

NEW!   S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 ROLLERBALL PEN
The luxurious rollerball pen is made from the same innovative Cera-
mium A.C.T.™ material and brass refined with a PVD coating. Its smart 
rollerball technology enables fast and easy writing. The most elegant 
way to put good ideas to  paper.
Article number: 96426

NEW!   S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 BALLPOINT PEN
The third in this exquisite series of 0.95 writing instruments impresses 
with the same highly resilient materials and distinctive design, perfectly 
matching the fountain pen. A companion with which you will always find 
the right words – anywhere and any time.
Article number: 96427

NEW!   S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 KEY RING PENDANT
This robust pendant is made of PVD-coated high-grade brass in matte 
black and has a chromed steel ring for keys. The “0.95” hand engraving 
is filled in with white Dupont  lacquer, transforming the plain and simple 
 design of the keyring pendant with its characteristic knurling into an el-
egant eye-catcher.
Article number: 96429

NEW!   S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 LIGHTER
The use of innovative Ceramium A.C.T.™ material on this classic gas light-
er in matte and gloss  finish lends it particularly enduring resilience. The 
“0.95” logo is hand engraved by Dupont’s master lacquerers and filled in 
with the white lacquer. The decorative etched finish of all  visible surfaces 
additionally creates a unique look and tactile experience. Equally unmis-
takable is the world famous “cling” when flicking it open. A lighter with a 
special touch for unforgettable  moments. 
Article number: 96430
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SPORT OPTICS CAPS IN GREEN AND ORANGE  
The new, sporty outdoor caps from Leica Sport Optics are available in a 
choice of green or orange. They are high-quality products manufactured 
from hard-wearing, 100% cotton fibres. The cap in typical signal orange 
for driven hunts provides additional safety in the field and when visibility 
is poor. 
Article numbers: 96708 (green) I 96709 (orange)

‘OUTDOOR’ OPTICAL CLEANING CLOTH
The optical cleaning cloth for binoculars and spectacles for outdoor fans is 
an original from the USA – ‘Made by Spudz’, the world famous manufacturer 
of innovative optical cleaning products. When not in use, the small, extre-
mely handy and featherweight optical cleaning cloth is stowed away safe 
and sound in its own weatherproof neoprene pouch. Clipped to a rucksack 
or a pair of binoculars, it‘s not only ready for use in a flash, it looks really 
stylish, too.
Article number: 96707

Sport Optics cap  green

Pencil set

 LEICA SPORT OPTICS ACCESSORIES

FOR NATURE LOVERS…

… Leica Sport Optics products will always be love at first sight. For more than 100 years, we have dedicated all our efforts to opening peoples’ 
eyes to the wonders of nature and bringing them close enough to grasp in a truly special way – with innovative binoculars and spotting scopes
and high-precision rangefinders and riflescopes for the ultimate in ethical and responsible hunting. Specially designed and constructed to trans-
form unique experiences and breathtaking sights in the world of nature into unforgettable adventures. 

The Sport Optics Brand Accessories are logical additions to the world of Leica Sport Optics and are practical, high-quality tools for naturalists 
and outdoor enthusiasts.

Sport Optics caps orange

Outdoor optical cleaning cloth

NEW!

NEW!
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Postcard set Linen shoulder bag

„AUGEN AUF!“ POSTCARD SET
Each one more wonderful than the others: this exclusive set contains ten  
photo postcards and an overview card with works that were shown at the  
“Augen Auf! 100 Years of Leica Photography” exhibition. The cards show 
photos by Christer Stroemholm, Toni Schneiders, Josef Makovec, Willi 
Beutler, Thomas Hoepker, Horst H. Baumann, Julia Baier, Hans Comotio, 
and Jing Huang.
Article number: 96420

Pencil set

Credit card case

 AUGEN AUF! COLLECTION

Book

„AUGEN AUF!“ LINEN SHOULDER BAG
“Augen Auf!” – this black linen shoulder bag is a real eye-catcher on 
every shopping trip. The black-and-white screen print on the front shows 
“Nana,” a photo by Christer Stroemholm, the leitmotif image of the  
“Augen Auf! 100 Years of Leica Photography” exhibition. The Leica logo  
is printed on the back. Shoulder straps make the high-quality bag par- 
ticularly practical.
Article number: 96421

„AUGEN AUF!“ PENCIL SET
For photographers, the writers with light: each of the three pencils in this 
exclusive set from Faber-Castell in black-dyed wood features a red eraser 
and a different photography quote in silver. The quotes originate from the 
world-famous photographers Thomas Hoepker, Robert Capa, and Ernst 
Haas, whose works were shown in the “Augen Auf! 100 Years of Leica 
Photography” exhibition. The card inlay in the gift box also serves as a 
bookmark.
Article number: 96419

NEW !   „AUGEN AUF!“ BOOK
Just in time to mark a milestone birthday of the legendary compact
camera, and for the first time in this thematic breadth, this volume
with about 1.200 images offers a wide artistic and cultural history 
of the Leica from the 1920s to the present day. Essays by interna-
tional authors examine topics including the technical genesis of the
Leica, its influence on photojournalism, and its significance for a 
wide variety of avant-garde currents in art photography. Heretofore 
unpulished documents from the archives of the Leica Camera AG 
round off this multifaceted 100-year cultural chronicle. Languages: 
English I German I ISBN: 978-3-86828-523-9 
Article numbers: 97073 (EN) I 97072 (DE)
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SCHEDONI FOR LEICA ACCESSORIES
Leather in its most exclusive form: Schedoni, the premium leatherware 
manufacturer from Modena in Italy, is known for its fine leather trim and 
accessories and is also a supplier to prominent luxury brands such as  
Rolls Royce or Ferrari. This unique collection of premium-quality acces-
sories is the result of a collaboration between Leica and Schedoni. The 
slipcases are handcrafted in Italy from saddle or nubuck leather and 
provide optimum predection for an iPhone 6, an iPad, credit cards, and 
business cards. All accessories are supplied in a premium gift box in 
black.

SCHEDONI FOR LEICA CREDIT CARD CASE
The elegant Schedoni case predects credit cards or business cards against 
dirt, marks, and moisture and conveniently offers ample space for three to 
five cards.
Article number: 96415

SCHEDONI FOR LEICA IPAD CASE
The iPad case from Schedoni offers equal measures of extremely elegant 
style and practicality: its cleverly designed pullout function guarantees 
fast and safe removal of the iPad at any time. Compatible with iPad, 
iPad Air, iPad Air2.
Article number: 96416

SCHEDONI FOR LEICA IPHONE 6/ 6S CASE
Every iPhone 6 is perfectly predected in the elegant Schedoni case. And, 
thanks to its cleverly designed pullout function, is always at hand in a 
moment. Compatible with iPhone 6/ 6S (Display 4,7").
Article number: 96417

iPhone 6/ 6S case

Credit card case

iPad case

 SCHEDONI FOR LEICA COLLECTION  LEICA PUZZLES

“UR-LEICA” PUZZLE
The Ur-Leica – an iconic milestone for every Leica fan. Now you can con-
struct your own: the exclusive 500-piece jigsaw puzzle from Ravensburger 
shows the “mother of all 35 mm cameras” in a challenging composition 
for jigsaw fans.
Article number: 96422

 “100 YEARS OF LEICA PHOTOGRAPHY” PUZZLE
An entire century of Leica history in a single picture: this 500-piece 
jigsaw puzzle manufactured exclusively for Leica by Ravensburger  
shows a mosaic of all serial-production cameras made by Leica over  
the past 100 years – from the Ur-Leica to the Leica T.
Article number: 96423

Puzzle “Ur-Leica”

Puzzle “100 Years of Leica Photography”
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T-SHIRT “ODE TO 0.95”
This T-shirt lets wearers express their fascination for a unique lens: its 
print motif creatively captures and recounts the history of the legendary 
Noctilux-M 50 mm f/0.95. The T-shirt is made of organic cotton. The  
small right-hand pocket on the back of the T-shirt is ideal for keeping a 
spare memory card or a lens cap safe and sound.
Article numbers: S 96662, M 96663, L 96664, XL 96665

T-SHIRT “100 YEARS”
A century of Leica history on a T-shirt: the exactingly printed graphic 
motif merges various different camera models since the Ur-Leica with the 
personal history of Oskar Barnack. The T-shirt is made of organic cotton. 
The small right-hand pocket on the back of the T-shirt is ideal for keeping 
a spare memory card or a lens cap safe and sound.
Article numbers: S 96654, M 96655, L 96656, XL 96657, XXL 96672

T-SHIRT “APERTURE SCALE”
The motif on this T-shirt pays homage to the world’s fastest aspherical 
lens and depicts the aperture scale of the Noctilux-M. The T-shirt is made 
of organic cotton. The small right-hand pocket on the back of the T-shirt  
is ideal for keeping a spare memory card or a lens cap safe and sound.
Article numbers: S 96658, M 96659, L 96660, XL 96661

T-SHIRT “BAUHAUS”
Anyone wearing this T-shirt reveals their good taste when it comes to de-
sign. The classic Leica M camera depicted in Bauhaus style is guaranteed 
to attract envious looks. The T-shirt is made of organic cotton. The small 
right-hand pocket on the back of the T-shirt is ideal for keeping a spare 
memory card or a lens cap safe and sound.
Article numbers: S 96644, M 96645, L 96646, XL 96647

T-SHIRT “ELMAR LENS”
The print of the stylised cross-section of a Leica Elmar lens in distinctive 
colours leaves no doubt that its wearer is a passionate photographer. The 
T-shirt is made of organic cotton. The small right-hand pocket on the back 
of the T-shirt is ideal for keeping a spare memory card or a lens cap safe 
and sound. 
Article numbers: S 96648, M 96649, L 96650, XL 96651, XXL 96671

T-shirt “100 years”T-shirt “Bauhaus” T-shirt “Aperture scale”T-shirt “Elmar lens” With useful pocket on  
the reverse side for  

memory card or lens cap 

With useful pocket on  
the reverse side for  

memory card or lens cap 

T-shirt “Ode to 0.95”

 LEICA T-SHIRT COLLECTION
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KEY RING PENDANT “UR-LEICA” 
As timelessly elegant as the original, the miniature version of the Ur-Leica 
as a key ring pendant in precision-cast metal. And it’s made in Germany, 
too. The base of this finely sculpted replica is engraved with ‘Ur-Leica 
1914’ and, on the reverse, with the E. Leitz, Wetzlar logo.
Article number: 96342

PIN “100 YEARS”
This pin is both eye-catching and subtle. The black 100 years logo is set in 
white enamel on a zinc backing and is a stylish eye-catcher on any jacket 
or gadget bag. The pin has a diameter of some two centimetres and is a 
limited edition launched to mark 100 years of Leica photography. Made  
in Great Britain.
Article number: 96695

CAMERA FAMILY TREE POSTER
This double-sided poster is a source of information and inspiration, 
whichever way you look at it. One side shows all the Leica cameras  
ever produced in series since the Ur-Leica in 1914, and the other the  
family tree of the legendary Leica M. The poster is available in German  
or English and is packed individually in a white poster tube.
Article numbers: 94052 (DE) I 94053 (EN)

Pin “100 years”

Camera family tree poster Key ring pendant “Ur-Leica”

 LEICA 100 YEARS COLLECTION
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COFFEE MUG “NOCTILUX-M 50”, BLACK 
King of the night: The “Noctilux-M 50” coffee mug. Thanks to a tight-
fitting silicon plastic lid with a drinking slit, it quickly transforms your
office coffee into a “coffee to go”. Just clip the lid on to the top of the 
210 ml porcelain mug and enjoy your coffee when you are out and 
about.
Article number: 96602

COFFEE MUG “SUMMARIT-S 70” 
Keep up your performance with the “Summarit-S 70” coffee mug.  
Thanks to a tight-fitting silicon plastic lid with a drinking slit, it quickly 
transforms your office coffee into a “coffee to go”. Just clip the lid on  
to the top of the 210 ml porcelain mug and enjoy your coffee when 
you are out and about.
Article number: 96603

COFFEE MUG, GREY 
Pure understatement: The coffee mug in grey from Leica. Thanks to a  
tight-fitting silicon plastic lid with a drinking slit, it quickly transforms  
your office coffee into a “coffee to go”. Just clip the lid on to the top of  
the 210 ml porcelain mug and enjoy your coffee when you are out and 
about.
Article number: 96601

Coffee mug, grey Coffee mug “NOCTILUX-M 50”, black Coffee mug “SUMMARIT-S 70“

 LEICA COFFEE MUGS COLLECTION

Coffee mug “NOCTILUX-M 50”, silver

COFFEE MUG “NOCTILUX-M 50”, SILVER
Silver is the color of moonlight – and this version of the popular black 
Noctilux-M 50 coffee mug. Its matte silver finish reflects the style of the 
new, silver anodized version of the Noctilux-M 50 mm f/0.95 ASPH.
lens. Both its look and feel are strongly reminiscent of the lens: special 
printing in 3-D relief emulates the lens rings. The mug comes complete 
with a practical silicone cap for the daily coffee to go.
Article number: 96699
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 LEICA CLASSIC COLLECTION

NOTEBOOK „CLASSIC“
Never gets left at home: The grey notebook from Leica. The handy,  
A5 format has 144 blank pages and offers plenty of space for your  
ideas, notes and stories. Thanks to its practical size and hard-wearing  
hard cover, the ideal note book for outdoors.
Article number: 96600

LANYARD „CLASSIC“
Keeps your keys safe and looks great too: The Leica designed grey key 
lanyard. The tape is made from tough and hard-wearing Tetoron fabric 
and features a practical clip and a snap hook in chrome-plated, die-cast 
aluminum.
Article number: 96606

USB-WRISTBAND „CLASSIC“ 8 GB
A really smart accessory: The grey 8 GB, USB-wristband from Leica is 
ideal for storing your most wonderful digital moments. The wristband is 
made from elastic silicon plastic with a raised, embossed Leica logo.
Article number: 96607

BASEBALL CAP „CLASSIC“
Sportive and chic: The grey Leica baseball cap in used-look finish with  
the famous red dot as a soft-rubber patch. The cap is made of 100 % pure  
cotton. Two metal eyelets on each side of the cap keep your head cool  
and a stiffened peak ensures you always look your best. One size fits all.
Article number: 96612

Notebook „Classic“

Lanyard „Classic“

Photography and birding umbrella „Classic“ Baseball cap „Classic“USB-wristband 8 GB „Classic“

PHOTOGRAPHY AND BIRDING UMBRELLA „CLASSIC“
Even rainy weather has a few bright sides. Especially with an elegant um-
brella in the Leica design. And it’s as rugged as everything else from Leica: 
the handle and frame are made of high-quality fibreglass and it’s covered 
with hard-wearing pongee polyester fabric. With a diameter of 1.3 metres, 
it also offers enough cover for a friend.
Article number: 96609
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Money clip USB key ring pendant “M Monochrom” 8GB

SOFT-RELEASE BUTTONS AND PINS
Within seconds, the soft-release button increases the size of the release 
button of your Leica M camera and makes every release easier, thus 
enhancing shooting comfort. As the button can also be worn on the lapel 
as a buttonhole pin, it is a stylish addition to both your cameras and your 
clothing. It is available in three timeless designs – a classic Leica logo 
(in red or chrome), a limited, premium edition with the 100 years logo or 
showing an M reduced to the essentials.

SOFT-RELEASE BUTTON AND PIN “LEICA”  
Article numbers: 14016 (chrome, 8 mm) I 14015 (chrome, 12 mm)
Article numbers: 14014 (red, 8 mm) I 14010 (red, 12 mm)

SOFT-RELEASE BUTTON AND PIN “M” 
Article numbers: 14018 (8 mm) I 14017 (12 mm)

SD CARD AND CREDIT CARD HOLDER
This practical case in fine leather is ideal for keeping your memory cards 
and credit cards safe and sound. Available in a choice of two classic 
colours, the refined looks of the case are elegantly enhanced by an em-
bossed Leica logo. One side of the removable inner compartment offers 
space for three memory cards and the other can be used for cleaning  
the camera monitor screen.
Article numbers: 18538 (black) I 18539 (cognac)

 LEICA BRAND & PRODUCT ACCESSORIES

Soft-release button and pin “LEICA”,
12 mm , chrome / red

Soft-release button and pin “M”,
8 mm, chrome

SD card and credit card holder

Soft-release button and pin “LEICA”,
8 mm, chrome / red

Soft-release button and pin “M”,
12 mm, chrome

Wooden camera

USB KEY RING PENDANT “M MONOCHROM” 8 GB
There can’t be a more stylish way to store data like your favourite photos. 
The USB memory stick in high-quality plastic has space for 8 GB of data. 
The original, highly detailed miniature version of the Leica M Monochrom 
features a metal tag for easy attachment, for instance on a key ring.
Article number: 96341

WOODEN CAMERA 
A truly extraordinary Leica camera. The material chosen for this unique 
model is fine beechwood. Two interchangeable lenses and a mechanical 
shutter release make for great photographic fun. The design pays homage 
to the Leica M and the camera comes complete with strap lugs and the 
legendary Leica red dot. This realistic replica of a Leica, handcrafted in 
wood in Germany, is something no collection should be without.
Not suitable for children under 14.
Article number: 96689

MONEY CLIP 
This high-gloss money clip is an extremely elegant way to keep your 
banknotes together. The Leica logo is etched into the premium-quality 
brass of the clip. Made in Germany.
Article number: 96694
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BOOK „FLASH“
With his new title, Flash, Lenny Kravitz makes his mark in a new arena of 
the creative arts. During his childhood, Kravitz was enthralled by cameras, 
playing with them like toys instead of taking photographs. In recent years 
photographer friends taught him the fundamentals of photography by 
using a Leica. Intrigued by the possibilities, Kravitz began creating his own 
works, all of which were marked by close attention to the nuances and 
effects created by light. As he himself had been endlessly photographed 
by photographers, paparazzi, and fans, his perspective on aesthetics was 
decidedly unique. In Flash, he captures the essence of what it‘s like to 
be a rock star who‘s constantly in the public eye. The result: an intense 
exploration of the photographer and his subject. 
Language: English
ISBN: 978-3-832732-47-9
Article number: 97060

BOOK  “NINETYNINEYEARS”
The book is completely different from what you might have expected. 
No historical essays, no technical descriptions, no operating instruc-
tions. Instead it is a book presenting the emotional highlights of 99 years 
of fascination with the photographer’s tool that was ingeniously modified 
in 1914 by Oskar Barnack in a way that changed everything: The view 
of subjects photographed, as well as the photography in general. The 
fascinating story of the Barnack 35 mm camera has long been told. Yet its 
repeti-tion can’t make it any more detailed or fascinating – all this covered 
in breath-taking design. 300 pages with 700 pictures and illustrations I 
Format 32,6 × 25,2 × 4,2 cm Hard cover with refined slipcase I Languages: 
English I German I Portuguese I ISBN: 978-3-942518-33-8 (EN) I ISBN: 
978-3-942518-34-5 (PT)
Article numbers: 96323 (DE) I 96324 (EN) I 96325 (PT)

Book “Ninetynineyears”

 LEICA BOOKS

NEW !  BOOK „WANDERLUST“
The best photo books tear us away from our familiar surroundings and 
send us on a journey to remote areas of the world. This is particularly 
the case of this impressive photo book, a retrospective of Thomas 
Hoepker‘s very diverse body of work. Covering 60 years, Wanderlust 
is a spectacular summary of the work by this photo journalist and 
former president of the Magnum Photo Agency. Hoepker‘s notable 
success as a chronicler of world events is reflected in an exemplary 
archive of images: events of global significance are dealt with with 
the same aplomb as the striking reality of daily life. This book turns 
the reader into an eye witness of decisive chapters of world history, 
such as the cold world, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and September 
11th. It is in part because of Hoepker‘s images that these events 
have become branded in our collective memory. 
Language: Englisch 
ISBN: 978-3-8327-9895-6
Article number: 97061  

NEW !  BOOK „LEICA AND ZAGATO: USA COLLECTIBLES“
This is the first book of a fascinating Trilogy conceived by Zagato (1919) 
and Leica Camera AG (1914). These Trilogy hasn‘t been designed, since 
the beginning, as pure motoring books. They aim to create a fantastic 
trip through three Continents and their most characteristic aspects 
coupling, each time, 33 Zagato collectibles models of its entire story 
with the technology and massive quality of Leica Camera AG‘s products.
In the first stage the multiform landscapes oft he United States play the
role oft he predagonist while Zagato cars are simply a further suggestions 
but, thanks to Leica, they get more and more importance.
Language: English I ISBN: 978-3-667-10423-6
Article number: 97083 

BOOK „LEICA MYSELF“
Self-Portraits: they are their own unique photographic phenomenon 
Immortalising oneself with a camera in the hand. Old, young, big, 
small, rich or poor. We’re all the same in front of a mirror. Actually 
only some are the same – the Leica owners. Which model doesn’t 
matter. This book pays homage to this cult of person with more than 
250 self-portraits from all over the world. Bizarre, irreverent, narcis-
sistic, insane, iconographic, but always passionate. “Leica myself” – 
the immortalization of the Leica logo. Language: English / German
ISBN: 978-3-942518-36-9
Article number: 96322 

Book „Flash”

NEW !

Book „Wanderlust”

Book „Leica and Zagato“

Book „Leica myself“
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 LEICA BRAND ACCESSORIES
PRODUCT DETAILS - Issue 3 I February 2016

* while stocks last
**only available at Leica stores 

Art.-Nr. Artikel Material Size / Dimensions Weight (g) Packing Unit

S.T. DUPONT FOR 0.95 COLLECTION
96425 NEW S.T. Dupont for 0.95 Fountain pen** Ceramium A.C.T.™ Hight: 12 mm, Width: 145 mm, Depth: 17 mm 45 1

96426 NEW S.T. Dupont for 0.95 Rollerball pen** Ceramium A.C.T.™ Hight: 12 mm, Width: 145 mm, Depth: 17 mm 45 1

96427 NEW S.T. Dupont for 0.95 Ballpoint pen** Ceramium A.C.T.™ Hight: 12 mm, Width: 145 mm, Depth: 17 mm 45 1

96429 NEW S.T. Dupont for 0.95 Key ring pendant** Brass with PVD Hight: 5 mm, Width: 30 mm, Depth: 60 mm 25 1

96430 NEW S.T. Dupont for 0.95 Lighter** Ceramium A.C.T.™ Hight: 60 mm, Width: 37 mm, Depth: 10 mm 115 1

LEICA SPORT OPTICS COLLECTION
96708 NEW Sport Optics Cap, green Cotton Size: One Size 100 1

96709 NEW Sport Optics Cap, orange Cotton Size: One Size 100 1

96430 NEW Outdoor optical cleaning cloth Cotton Hight: 110 mm, Width: 125 mm, Depth: 38 mm 280 1

AUGEN AUF! COLLECTION
97072 NEW „AUGEN AUF!“ Book (DE) Paper Hight: 32,7 cm, Width: 27,6 cm, Depth: 5,7cm 4.000 1

97073 NEW „AUGEN AUF!“ Book (EN) Paper Hight: 32,7 cm, Width: 27,6 cm, Depth: 5,7cm 4.000 1

96420 „AUGEN AUF!“ Linen schoulder bag Cotton Hight: 42 cm, Width: 39 cm 120 10

96418 „AUGEN AUF!“ Pencil (Set: 3 pieces) Wood Hight: 20,5 cm, Width: 4 cm, Depth: 0,8 cm 20 10

96419 „AUGEN AUF!“ Postcard (Set: 10 pieces) Paper Hight: 11,5 cm , Width: 17 cm 60 25

SCHEDONI FOR LEICA COLLECTION
96415 Schedoni for Leica credit card case* Cowhide leather Hight: 9,7 cm, Width: 7 cm, Depth: 1 cm 20 1

96416 Schedoni for Leica iPad case* Cowhide leather Hight: 26,5 cm, Width: 21,5 cm, Depth: 1 cm 240 1

96417 iSchedoni for Leica iPhone 6 / 6S case* Cowhide leather Hight: 11,5 cm , Width: 17 cm 50 1

LEICA T-SHIRT COLLECTION
96644 T-Shirt "Bauhaus", size: S Organic cotton Unisex, size S 160 5

96645 T-Shirt"Bauhaus", size: M Organic cotton Unisex, size M 160 5

96646 T-Shirt "Bauhaus", size: L Organic cotton Unisex, size L 160 5

96647 T-Shirt "Bauhaus", size: XL Organic cotton Unisex, size XL 160 5

96648 T-Shirt "Elmar Lens", size: S* Organic cotton Unisex, size S 160 5

96649 T-Shirt "Elmar Lens", size: M* Organic cotton Unisex, size M 160 5

96650 T-Shirt "Elmar Lens", size: L* Organic cotton Unisex, size L 160 5

96651 T-Shirt "Elmar Lens", size: XL* Organic cotton Unisex, size XL 160 5

96671 T-Shirt "Elmar Lens", size: XXL* Organic cotton Unisex, size XXL 160 5

96654 T-Shirt "100 Years", size: S Organic cotton Unisex, size S 160 5

96655 T-Shirt "100 Years", size: M Organic cotton Unisex, size M 160 5

96656 T-Shirt "100 Years", size: L Organic cotton Unisex, size L 160 5

96657 T-Shirt "100 Years", size: XL Organic cotton Unisex, size XL 160 5

96672 T-Shirt "100 Years", size: XXL Organic cotton Unisex, size XXL 160 5

96658 T-Shirt "Blendenskala", size: S Organic cotton Unisex, size S 160 5

96659 T-Shirt "Blendenskala", size: M Organic cotton Unisex, size M 160 5

96660 T-Shirt "Blendenskala", size: L Organic cotton Unisex, size L 160 5

96661 T-Shirt "Blendenskala", size: XL Organic cotton Unisex, size XL 160 5

96662 T-Shirt "Ode to 0.95", size: S* Organic cotton Unisex, size S 160 5

96663 T-Shirt "Ode to 0.95", size: M* Organic cotton Unisex, size M 160 5

96664 T-Shirt "Ode to 0.95", size: L* Organic cotton Unisex, size L 160 5

96665 T-Shirt "Ode to 0.95", size: XL* Organic cotton Unisex, size XL 160 5
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Art.-Nr. Artikel Material Size / Dimensions Weight (g) Packing Unit

LEICA 100 YEARS COLLECTION
96695 Pin „100 Years“ * Zinc alloy, Enamel Diameter: 2 cm 10 5

94052 Camera family tree poster, german* 300 g/m2 Paper DIN A2 75 10

94053 Camera family tree poster, english* 300 g/m2 Paper DIN A2 75 10

96342 Key ring pendant “Ur-Leica” Precision-cast metal Height: 1 cm, Width: 3 cm, Depth: 1,5 cm 20 5

LEICA BRAND ACCESSORIES
96689 Wooden camera Beechwood Height: 8 cm, Width: 13,5 cm, Depth: 7 cm 280 2

96694 Money clip Brass Height: 2,5 cm, Width: 5 cm, Depth: 0,5 cm 20 5

96341 USB key ring pendant “M Monochrom” 8 GB* PVC Height: 2,8 cm, Width: 5,5 cm, Depth: 3 cm 20 10

LEICA COFFEE MUGS COLLECTION
96601 Coffee mug, grey* Mug: Porcelain, Lid: Silicone Height: 13 cm, Diameter: 11 cm 400 10

96602 Coffee mug „Noctilux-M 50“, black Mug: Porcelain, Lid: Silicone Height: 13 cm, Diameter: 11 cm 400 10

96603 Coffee mug „Noctilux-M 50“, silver Mug: Porcelain, Lid: Silicone Height: 13 cm, Diameter: 11 cm 400 10

96603 Coffee mug „Summarit-S“, black* Mug: Porcelain, Lid: Silicone Height: 13 cm, Diameter: 11 cm 400 10

LEICA CLASSIC COLLECTION
96600 Notebook „Classic“* Paper DIN A5 450 10

96606 Lanyard „Classic“ Polyester, Fastener: Aluminium Length: 70 cm, Width: 3,5 cm 60 25

96607 USB-wristband 8 GB„Classic“* Silikon Length: 10 cm, Width: 2 cm 20 10

96609 Photography and birding umbrella „Classic“ Fibreglass, Cover: Pongee polyester fabric Diameter: 130 cm 600 5

96612 Baseball cap „Classic“* Cotton Size: One Size 100 10

PRODUCT ACCESSORIES
14010 Soft Release Button & Pin „LEICA“, 12 mm, red Brass Diameter: 12 mm 4 4

14014 Soft Release Button & Pin „LEICA“, 8 mm, red Brass Diameter: 8 mm 3 4

14015 Soft Release Button & Pin „LEICA“, 12 mm, chrome Brass Diameter: 12 mm 4 4

14016 Soft Release Button & Pin „LEICA“, 8 mm, chrome Brass Diameter: 8 mm 3 4

14017 Soft Release Button & Pin „M“, 12 mm, black Brass Diameter: 12 mm 4 4

14018 Soft Release Button & Pin „M“, 8 mm, black Brass Diameter: 8 mm 3 4

18538 SD card and credit card holder, black Leather Height: 6,2 cm, Width: 9,9 cm, Depth: 0,7 cm 27 10

18539 SD card and credit card holder, cognac Leather Height: 6,2 cm, Width: 9,9 cm, Depth: 0,7 cm 27 10

LEICA PUZZLES
96422 Puzzle „Ur-Leica“ Cardboard Height: 49,3 cm, Width: 36,2 cm 500 5

96423 Puzzle „100 Years of Leica Photography“ Cardboard Height: 49,3 cm, Width: 36,2 cm 500 5

LEICA BOOKS
97061 NEW Book „Wanderlust“ (EN) Paper Height: 32,6 cm, Width: 24,9 cm, Depth: 3,6 cm 2.520 1

97083 NEW Book „Zagato and Leica“ (EN) Paper Height: 26 cm, Width: 28,5 cm, Depth: 2 cm 2.000 1

96322 Book „Leica myself“ (DE/EN) Paper Height: 24,5, Width: 22 cm, Depth: 1,8 cm 990 1

97060 NEW Book „Flash“ Paper Height: 32,5 cm, Width: 25 cm, Depth: 1,9 cm 1.200 1

96323 Book „Ninetynineyears“ (DE) * Paper Height: 32,6 cm, Width: 25,2 cm, Depth: 4,2 cm 2.200 1

96324 Book „Ninetynineyears“ (EN) * Paper Height: 32,6 cm, Width: 25,2 cm, Depth: 4,2 cm 2.200 1

96325 Book „Ninetynineyears“ (PT) * Paper Height: 32,6 cm, Width: 25,2 cm, Depth: 4,2 cm 2.200 1

Trademarks of the Leica Camera Group I “Leica” and product names = ® Registered brand I © 2016 Leica Camera AG I We reserve the right to make 
modifications to the construction, features and ranges without prior notice. Materials and colours may differ from those shown in printed illustrations.

* While stocks last
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